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Remarkable reductions in the velocity of magnetic-field (or electric current)-driven domain-wall (DW) motions in ferromagnetic nanostructures have typically been observed under magnetic fields stronger than the Walker threshold field [N. L. Schryer and L. R. Walker, J. Appl. Phys. 45, 5406 (1974)]. This velocity breakdown is known to be associated with an oscillatory dynamic transformation between transverse- and antivortex (or vortex)-type DWs during their propagations. The authors propose, as the result of numerical calculations, a simple means to suppress the velocity breakdown and rather enhance the DW velocities, using a magnetic underlayer of strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. This underlayer plays a crucial role in preventing the nucleation of antivortex (or vortex)-type DWs at the edges of nanostructures, in the process of periodic dynamic transformations from the transverse into antivortex- or vortex-type wall. The present study not only offers a promising means of the speedup of DW propagations to levels required for their technological application to ultrafast information-storage or logic devices, but also provides insight into its underlying mechanism. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2789176]

In recent years the high-velocity propagation of a single domain wall (DW) in ferromagnetic nanostructures driven by an applied magnetic field \( H \) (Refs. 1–4) or spin-polarized current \( I_{sp} \) (Refs. 5–9) has attracted considerable and growing interest, owing to its important applications to information-storage\(^{10,11}\) and logic\(^{12}\) devices. It is known that head-to-head (or tail-to-tail) transverse- and vortex-type DWs are stable in ferromagnetic nanostructures of submicron (or less) width under \( H=0 \), and that the DW type varies with the given width and thickness of the nanostructures.\(^{13}\) When a static field is applied to any type of DW in nanostructures, it propagates like a classical Newtonian particle in the \( H \) direction to reduce the Zeeman energy.\(^{2–4,13}\) Intuitively, it is expected that the stronger the field the faster the DW motion, and hence the instant velocity \( v \) of DWs increases linearly with increasing \( H \). In real cases, however, the DW velocity remarkably drops above the Walker threshold field \( H_w \).\(^{1–4,13–16}\) This velocity breakdown is known to be associated with repeatable backward and forward motions of vortex walls (VWs) or antivortex walls (AVWs) that are periodically transformed, in their propagation above the \( H_w \), from the transverse wall (TW) type into the AVW or VW type and back again.\(^{2,10}\) That velocity breakdown is undesirable in potential information-storage and logic devices based on the DW propagations because the DW velocity is an intrinsic factor determining the operating speed of such devices.

Thus, questions of how to increase the velocity of DW motions as well as to prevent velocity breakdown above the \( H_w \) are currently key problems to be solved. It was suggested that some torques introduced from an orthorhombical anisotropy lead to an increase in the \( H_w \) value and the maximum velocity, but this attempt could not exclude the periodic transformations of DWs above the \( H_w \).\(^{17,18}\) On the other hand, Nakatani et al.\(^2\) recently proposed a counterintuitive way to suppress the velocity breakdown using the edge roughness (\( \sim 9 \) nm scale) of patterned nanostructures. However, the nanometer-scale edge roughness of nanostructures would not be effectively controllable in the fabrication process. In this letter, we propose an alternative way to suppress the DW velocity breakdown simply using a magnetic underlayer of strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). Moreover, we report the underlying mechanism of how this means effectively works.

In the present micromagnetic calculations, we used procedures similar to those in Ref. 19 and two different model systems: a rectangular cross-sectional permalloy \([\text{Ni}_{80}\text{Fe}_{20} (\text{Py})]\) nanostripe with thickness of 11 nm, width of 130 nm, and length of 5 \( \mu \)m, and the same dimensional Py nanostripe, but with an FePt underlayer with thickness of 22 nm, length of 5.5 \( \mu \)m, and width of 230 nm, as displayed in Fig. 1. FePt was chosen because it is known to have a strong PMA. The material parameters for Py were as follows: the

![FIG. 1. (Color online) Model geometries and dimensions along with the equilibrium \( M \) configurations of a single DW of a TW type placed at the center in rectangular cross-sectional Py nanostrai (a) without (model I) and (b) with an FePt underlayer (model II). The in-plane and out-of-plane orientations of the local \( M \) in each Py nanostrate are noted by the color wheel and surface height, respectively.](image)
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saturation magnetization, $M_s = 8.6 \times 10^5$ A/m, and the exchange constant, $A_{ex} = 1.3 \times 10^{-11}$ J/m with zero magnetocrystalline anisotropy, and for FePt, $M_s = 1.14 \times 10^6$ A/m, $A_{ex} = 1.54 \times 10^{-11}$ J/m, and the perpendicular magnetocrystalline anisotropy, $K_u = 10^7$ J/m$^3$. The value of $A_{ex} = 1.4 \times 10^{-11}$ J/m was used for the harmonized interlayer exchange constant between the different Py and FePt layers. The unit-cell size in the Py and FePt layers was $5 \times 5 \times 11$ nm$^3$ (Ref. 20) and the Gilbert damping constant was $\alpha = 0.01$. To numerically calculate the dynamics of magnetization ($M_s$) as well as their interactions based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation of motion,\textsuperscript{21,22} we used the OOMMF (Ref. 23) code.

To carry out micromagnetic simulations on the dynamic motions of narrow DWs in nanostripes, first we used the equilibrium M configurations of a head-to-head TW-type DW,\textsuperscript{13} as shown in Fig. 1, which were obtained through the relaxation of an arbitrary TW-like configuration intentionally made at the center at $H = 0$. Then, the motion of the TW was driven by an external $H$ applied in the $+x$ direction. The TW-type DWs start to move toward the field direction because of the area of local M, being parallel to the $H$ direction, grow larger through the DW motions, reducing the Zeeman energy. Such DW motions can be discerned as classical-particle motions.

To examine contrasting DW motions for two different model nanostripes (models I vs II), the average velocity $\bar{v}$ of a single DW was plotted versus $H$ in Fig. 2. In the case of the Py nanostripe only (model I), the DW motion is relatively small at high $H$'s ($< H_{sw}$). A linear increase of $\bar{v}$ is observed with increasing $H$ up to $H_{sw} \approx 15$ Oe, at which the peak value of $\bar{v}$ is 0.44 km/s. Above the $H_{sw}$, the $\bar{v}$ value, however, decreases remarkably down to 0.04 km/s, as has been reported previously.\textsuperscript{14} so that the linear response of $\bar{v}$ with $H$ can be distinguished from an almost constant $\bar{v}$ response above $H_{sw}$. The latter region is known as the oscillatory DW motion. Also, there is an additional region where $\bar{v}$ again increases with further increase of $H$ from $H_{sw}$ to $H_{sw}$.

In contrast, in the same Py nanostripe on an FePt underlayer (model II), the $\bar{v}$ value is much increased up to 0.75 km/s in the linear regime. Surprisingly, in the intermediate fields ($> H_{sw}$), the significant $\bar{v}$ reduction observed in model I is much suppressed, so that the $\bar{v}$ values are much greater, by one order of magnitude, than those in the Py nanostripe only. It seems that an underlayer of strong PMA surely plays a crucial role in the suppression of the velocity breakdown observed in the Py nanostripes without a PMA underlayer.

To better understand this remarkable suppression of the velocity breakdown, we show DW displacement-versus-time curves (hereafter denoted as $D$ vs $t$ curves) in the insets of Fig. 2, for the three representative cases, $H=10$, 25, and 150 Oe. In both models, at $H=10$ Oe $< H_{sw}$, the DW moves steadily through the entire region of the nanostripes. However, at $H=25$ Oe $> H_{sw}$, the DW motions between the two models are remarkably contrasting. The oscillatory $D$ vs $t$ curve, representing an oscillatory DW motion observed in model I, turns into a linear curve, reflecting that the DW motion in model II was not oscillatory but steady. The periodic oscillation in the $D$ vs $t$ curve indicates that the DW moves forward in the initial propagation direction (the $H$ direction) and backward in the direction opposite to it in a periodic manner.\textsuperscript{24} This surely leads to the remarkable reduction of $\bar{v}$. In fields ($H>100$ Oe) much larger than $H_{sw}$, the PMA underlayer also assists the acceleration of the DW motions in the Py nanostripe.\textsuperscript{2,34} The M reversals in this field region occurs via the motion of multiple DWs, not by the motion of a single DW.

To elucidate the role of the FePt underlayer in the suppression of DW velocity breakdown, we examine the internal structures of the moving DWs along the nanostripes for the both models by showing snapshot images of the local $M_s/M_{x}$ components for each structure in the process of transformation from one type into another, where $M_{s}$ is the $x$ component of M. For model I, the initially stable TW of $\Lambda$-shaped M configuration (noted as TW$_{\Lambda}$ for its polarization) is transformed first into AVW$_{\text{down}}$, second to TW$_{V}$, then to AVW$_{\text{up}}$, and finally back to TW$_{\Lambda}$.\textsuperscript{24} The subscript in each DW type indicates the corresponding polarization ($\Lambda$- or $V$-shaped M configuration for TW and down or up core orientation for AVW). The AVW type switches between its down- and up-core orientations alternatively, as does the TW type in its periodic dynamic transformations. In contrast, for model II, the initially stable, single TW continues to move steadily in the Py nanostripe, without any transformation, as shown in the trajectories and the snapshot images of the $M_s/M_{x}$ components (Fig. 3(b)). These results explain why the DW motion in model II is much faster than in model I.

Combined with the results shown in Fig. 3, the time variations of the total $E_{\text{tot}}$, exchange $E_{ex}$, dipolar $E_{\text{dip}}$, and Zeeman $E_{\text{Zeeman}}$ energy terms (Fig. 4) allow us to better understand the role of the underlayer in the suppression of velocity breakdown. In model I, the reduction of the velocity is related to the formation of the AVW type. Once the core of the AVW is well developed through its nucleation at a distance ($\approx$ the core size) far away from either edge, it continues to move inside the nanostripes due to its gyrotropic motion.\textsuperscript{24} During this gyromotion, $E_{ex}$ does not much change, but $E_{\text{Zeeman}}$ and $E_{\text{dip}}$ change according to the core position. As a consequence, $E_{\text{Zeeman}}$ for the AVW type first decreases and then increases because the AVW, due to its gyrotropic motion, moves first forward and then backward.
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increases markedly due to its forward motion, whereas significantly during the straightforward movement of the TW type. The top view images indicate the local values of the \( E_{\text{Zeeman}} \) components for the dynamic structures of the individual DWs within the nanostripes (a) without and (b) with the FePt underlayer at \( H=25 \) Oe. The trajectories of the motions of the individual DW types were plotted according to the core position where the exchange energy was the maximum at each time. The arrows on the trajectory curves indicate the directions of the movement of each DW type. The open gray-colored circles represent the positions at which each DW type starts to move.

respectively, as evidenced by the trajectories shown in Fig. 3(a). When the TW type continues to move, \( E_{\text{Zeeman}} \) decreases markedly due to its forward motion, whereas \( E_{\text{ex}} \) increases because the core of the TW type starts to move inside the nanostripe. By contrast, in model II, \( E_{\text{dip}} \) and \( E_{\text{ex}} \) do not oscillate in magnitude, but \( E_{\text{Zeeman}} \) decreases significantly during the straightforward movement of the TW in the nanostripe, keeping its core at the top edge [Fig. 3(b)]. In the entire field region up to 150 Oe, a single TW propagates steadily along the nanostripe without any transformation into the AVW type, as evidenced by the internal structure of a moving single TW-type DW shown in Fig. 3(b). The underlayer of strong PMA introduces magnetostatic and exchange interactions between it and the Py nanostripe, which prevent the creation of the cores of AVWs near the edges of the nanostripe. Thus, the steady TW motion can be continued, yielding a much higher DW velocity than in the case without the FePt underlayer.

In conclusion, we found that the PMA underlayer plays an important role in preventing the nucleation of AVW (or VW) at the edges of nanostructures, which in turn hinders the gyrotropic motion of AVW (or VW) that would lead to oscillatory backward and forward motions. Thereby, the PMA underlayer significantly suppresses the typically observed velocity breakdown above the Walker critical field that results from the dynamic periodic change of the internal DW structure between the TW and AVW (or VW) types.
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20. To check whether the unit-cell size affects the simulation results, we additionally conducted the same simulations using a finer cell size of 2.5 \( \times \) 2.5 \( \times \) 11 nm, but the results of both cases agree quite well within less than 1% difference.